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Globetrotter Travel Guides. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Best of Tallinn,
Globetrotter, "Globetrotter's The Best of Series" provides an attractive, handy pocket guide to
popular destinations. The book features well-presented, to-the-point sections on the highlights of
the city, places of interest, activities, accommodation, where to eat out, entertainment and
excursions. It features travel tips, a general index and also a separate index for the places of
interest. Each entry is cross referenced with the fold-out maps.The Highlights chapter features an
introduction to each of the 20 featured highlights, information on location, contact details, opening
hours, entry fees and tour details. The Sightseeing chapter features historic buildings, galleries and
museums, parks and gardens, with contact details, opening hours, and entry fees for each featured
site. The Activities chapter features sports, activities, suggested routes for walking tours and
organized tours, while the Shopping chapter covers shops and markets. Accommodation includes
listings by area and price category. Eating out covers the cuisine of the region, as well as listings of
suggested venues by area and price. Entertainment includes nightlife, music, theatre, festivals,
casinos, pubs and clubs, and spectator sports. Excursions include transport options, distance,
contact details and highlights. A Travel Tips...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf may be worth buying. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life span will be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading
this article publication.
-- Ms. Earline Schultz-- Ms. Earline Schultz

It is an amazing ebook i actually have at any time study. We have read and so i am certain that i will likely to read through yet again once again later on.
Your way of life period will likely be change when you complete looking at this pdf.
-- Cristina Rowe-- Cristina Rowe
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